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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
 

Bates White, LLC (Bates White) served as the Advisor to the New Jersey Board of Public 
Utilities (Board or BPU) for the Basic Generation Service (BGS) Auctions held in February 
2018.  Bates White personnel have performed this function for the previous eleven years.1  We 
are pleased to provide this Annual Final Report as required under our contract.  The Board 
defined the purpose and content of this Annual Final Report as follows: 
 

The contractor shall submit... the annual report... including a summary of the 
auction process and all recommendations in accordance with the contract 
schedule… In its Annual Report, the contractor shall detail the administration of 
the auction for compliance with auction rules and agreed upon procedures.  The 
contractor shall provide the Board with an independent certification of the 
auction process and results to ascertain whether the auction was competitive and 
transparent and is consistent with market conditions. The Annual Report shall 
also include any recommendations on how to improve future BGS 
procurements.2  

 
As the Board Advisor, we recommended that the Board certify the results of both the 

Residential Small Commercial Pricing (RSCP) and Commercial and Industrial Energy Pricing 
(CIEP) Auctions.  Each Auction (a) was open, fair and transparent, (b) was sufficiently 
competitive, and (c) saw winning prices in line with market conditions.  The Board certified the 
results of both Auctions on February 8, 2018.  The most explicit evidence for the Board’s 
certification decisions were the Post-Auction Checklists that we provided to the Board on 
February 7, 2018.  These checklists, which are included in this report, contain (a) a factual record 
of Auction results and (b) answers to the questions about the conduct and results of each 
Auction.   

 
Because of the important role that the checklists play, Bates White also provided 

supplemental checklists which explained in detail our reasons for the yes/no answers to the 26 
questions in the official RSCP and CIEP checklists for the BGS Auction.  These Supplemental 
Checklists are included in this report as well.  We believe that the Post-Auction and 
Supplemental Checklists demonstrate the extensive scope of the analyses that underlie our work 
and support the Board’s certification decisions.         

                                                 
1  Bates White personnel have extensive hands-on experience monitoring many of the major full requirements 
solicitations throughout the country, including solicitations for the District of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland, New 
Jersey, Ohio, Delaware, and part of Pennsylvania.   
2 The State of New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, “Request for Proposals for New Jersey Board of Public Utilities 
(BPU) Basic Generation Services (BGS) Auction Consulting and Monitoring,” April 21, 2017, p. 10. 
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A. THE BGS RESIDENTIAL SMALL COMMERCIAL PRICING 

(RSCP) AUCTION 
 

The BGS RSCP product is a 3-year, fixed price, load-following product that supplies the 
majority of New Jersey’s residential and small commercial customers who choose not to choose 
a competitive third-party electric supplier.  Delivery for winning suppliers this year starts on 
June 1, 2018 and ends May 31, 2021.  RSCP suppliers provide what is called a “full-
requirements” product, which means that the product includes nearly all of the components 
(energy, capacity, ancillary services, etc.) necessary for the New Jersey Electric Distribution 
Companies (EDCs), to provide service to their ratepayers.  Each RSCP supplier provides a fixed 
percentage of an EDC’s residential and small commercial BGS load, whatever that amount turns 
out to be, as load varies over the course of the contract.  This year, as in past years, the EDCs bid 
out roughly one-third of their RSCP supply needs for the period of June 1, 2018 to May 31, 
2021. The remaining two-thirds of RSCP load for the upcoming June 2018 to May 2019 period 
will be served under contracts procured in the 2016 and 2017 BGS Auctions.   

 
Bates White attended the BPU Board meeting in Trenton, New Jersey on February 8, 

2018, two business days after the close of the RSCP Auction, and recommended that the Board 
certify the results.  Before getting into detail on our reasons for making this recommendation, it 
is constructive to step back and provide an overview of the Auction results.   
 

RSCP Auction Results 
 
Table 1 shows the winning prices in this year’s RSCP Auction, as well as the winning 

prices from last year’s Auction. 
  

 

Table 1:  Winning 2018 RSCP Prices Compared to 2017 Winning RSCP Prices  
 

EDC 2018 Winning 
Price ¢/kWh 

2017 Winning 
Price ¢/kWh % Change 

Atlantic City Electric 8.123 7.549 7.6% 
Jersey Central Power & Light 7.311 6.908 5.8% 
Public Service Electric & Gas 9.177 9.078 1.1% 
Rockland Electric Company 8.594 8.050 6.8% 

Tranche Weighted Average 8.383 8.194 2.3% 
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Compared to last year, winning prices for all EDCs increased anywhere from 1.1 percent 
to 7.6 percent.  The overall tranche-weighted average price increased by 2.3 percent mainly due 
to increases in transmission rates. Drops in energy and capacity prices served to partially offset 
increased transmission rates.  

 
Table 2 compares the prices of the new contracts to the prices of the expiring contracts 

procured three years ago.   This comparison is the starting point for any discussion of rate 
impacts resulting from the RSCP Auction.  
 

Table 2:  Winning 2018 RSCP Prices Compared to Expiring Contracts from the 2015 
RSCP Auction 

EDC 
2018 

Winning 
Price 
¢/kWh 

2015 
Winning 

Price ¢/kWh 
% Change 

Atlantic City Electric 8.123 8.606 -5.6% 
Jersey Central Power & Light 7.311 8.042 -9.1% 
Public Service Electric & Gas 9.177 9.954 -7.8% 
Rockland Electric Company 8.594 9.066 -5.2% 

Tranche Weighted Average 8.383 9.102 -7.9% 

 
 
   

The winning prices for all four EDCs are lower than the winning prices from the 2015 
Auction.  Decreases range from 5.2 to 9.1 percent.  The main factors contributing to these 
decreases are 1) declines in energy prices - driven by a decline in natural gas prices resulting 
from increased shale gas production – and 2) decreases in congestion costs.  By congestion costs, 
we mean the cost of delivering energy to New Jersey from Western PJM.  
 

Bill Impact  
 
The starting point for assessing any rate impact is the difference between winning prices 

in this Auction to the contracts that are being replaced.  As shown above, 2018 winning prices 
were lower than 2015 winning prices, with decreases ranging from 5.2 percent to 9.1 percent.  
Again, the key drivers are decreases in energy and congestion costs.  During the 2015 Auction 
the average cost of monthly peak futures on the NYMEX exchange for delivery between June 
2015 and May 2018 was $43.49/MWh.  During this auction the average price for the same three-
year forward product was $35.37/MWh. 
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Table 3 shows the estimated monthly bill impacts of the 2018 BGS-RSCP Auction as 
forecast by the EDCs for a residential customer with an annual monthly average usage of 650 
kWh.3 

 

Table 3: Forecast Residential Monthly Bill Impacts from 2018 BGS-RSCP Auction 

 

EDC % Change in 
Monthly Bill 

Atlantic City Electric -4.7% 
Jersey Central Power & Light -3.5% 
Public Service Electric & Gas -1.9% 
Rockland Electric Company -4.3% 

 
 
 

As a result of this year’s Auction, residential ratepayers for all EDCs are forecast to see a 
decrease in their estimated bill.  Rockland Electric Company (RECO)’s residential ratepayers 
will see an average estimated bill decrease of 4.3 percent and those of Jersey Central Power & 
Light (JCP&L) will see an average estimated bill decrease of 3.5 percent. Atlantic City Electric 
(ACE) residential ratepayers will see an average estimated bill decrease of 4.7 percent, while 
ratepayers from PSE&G will see an estimated bill decrease of 1.9 percent.4     
 
 

Recommendation 
 
Bates White recommended that the Board certify the results of the BGS-RSCP Auction 

for three primary reasons: (a) the Auction was open, fair and transparent; (b) the Auction was 
sufficiently competitive; and (c) the winning prices were consistent with broader market 
conditions.   

 
Openness, Fairness and Transparency 

 
Our first reason for recommending acceptance of the results of the 2018 RSCP Auction 

was that the Auction was open, fair and transparent.  All of the non-price terms and conditions 

                                                 
3 The calculation reflects the impact on a customer using 574 kWh in the winter for 8 months and 802 kWh in the 
summer for 4 months. 
4 We note that these bill changes no longer reflect the inclusion of incremental costs relating to PJM’s Capacity 
Performance Program.  The contracts which featured this adjustment, BGS-RSCP supply contracts procured in 
2015, expire this year in May.  
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were standardized; therefore, all suppliers, including EDC affiliates, signed the same supply 
agreement and provided the same product.  This allowed bid evaluation to be based solely on 
price.  A price-only bid evaluation provides maximum transparency.  In addition, all rules of 
participation and conduct were fully explained and fairly applied by the Auction Manager, 
NERA Economic Consulting (NERA).   
 

In addition, fairness and transparency were enhanced by the Auction Manager’s pro-
active facilitation of full access to the process and results for the Board Advisor and Board Staff.  
As the Board Advisor, we, along with Board Staff, were actively involved in the full range of 
pre-auction tasks including, but not limited to, (a) the monitoring of bid information sessions, (b) 
the calculation of starting prices, and (c) the evaluation of Part 1 and Part 2 Applications.  During 
the Auction itself we were given complete access to the full range of auction data.  This allowed 
us to independently verify round-by-round bid offers, price decrements, winning suppliers, 
winning prices, and to monitor bidding behavior.  We also monitored incoming and outgoing 
communications with bidders.   

 
In addition, Bates White contacted each EDC, requested, received and reviewed all of the 

EDC RSCP Pricing spreadsheets and average bill calculation models and conducted testing with 
the models to ensure accuracy.  Once winning prices were determined, we reviewed each EDC’s 
calculation of the new projected rates and impact on average residential bills to ensure they were 
correct.   

 
Competitiveness  

 
Our second reason for recommending certification of the RSCP Auction results was that 

the Auction was sufficiently competitive.  We assessed five indicators of competitiveness.  First, 
we looked at the total number of bidders in the Auction.  A large number of bidders is helpful 
because it increases the total supply bid in the Auction, pushing prices down.  It also makes it 
harder for bidders to carry out any collusive schemes.  This year there were 13 registered 
biddersxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  This is a healthy number of bidders for an auction of this 
size.  Last year’s RSCP Auction also had 13 bidders.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
Second, we looked at the ratio of tranches offered to tranches needed at several points in the 
process. A tranche represents the obligation to serve a fixed percentage of an EDC’s full 
requirements load, whatever that load turns out to be, in any hour.5  Having excess tranches 

                                                 
5 Each tranche was sized to be about 100 MW of the peak load of each EDC.  Because each EDC has a different 
peak load, tranches for each EDC equate to a different percentage of each EDC’s load. 
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offered is important because it drives prices down as the Auction proceeds; the price for a given 
product “ticks down” (is decremented) only if there are excess tranches offered for that product.  
For that reason, we like to see bidders come in and stay in with the maximum number of tranches 
offered through many rounds of bidding.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx6xxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  All of the above 
supports the conclusion that this Auction was competitive. 
 

Third, we looked at the number of winners.  We like to see a large number of winners 
because it means that the auction was competitive, with multiple parties pushing down the price 
at the end.  Having a large number of winners also signals to other participants that no one party 
is dominating the auction and that anyone can win, increasing the likelihood that winning bidders 
will return in future years.  This year there were 10 winners, the same number of winners as last 
year.  This is a good number of winners.    
 

Fourth, we analyzed the results using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, or HHI.  HHI is 
based on the market shares of each participant.  The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) primarily 
uses a three-part standard for HHIs when judging the competitive effect of mergers and 
acquisitions.  An HHI below 1,500 is a safe harbor of sorts because the market is said to be un-
concentrated, meaning that the merger or acquisition does not make the exercise of market power 
more likely.  An HHI between 1,500 and 2,500 is said to indicate moderate concentration.  An 
HHI over 2,500 is said to indicate a highly concentrated market.  FERC uses more conservative 
HHIs when analyzing mergers and acquisitions.  FERC characterizes a market with an HHI 
below 1,000 as un-concentrated; HHIs between 1,000 and 1,800 indicate moderate 
concentration, and HHIs above 1,800 indicate a highly concentrated market. 

 
Calculated with the market shares of just the winning suppliers for this year, the HHI was 

1,505.  This is a bit above last year’s HHI of 1,463 and is in the lower end of the moderately 
concentrated range by DOJ standards and at the mid-point of the moderately concentrated range 
by the more conservative FERC standards.  To include only winning bidders is a narrow focus 
for this exercise.  A more appropriate focus would be to expand the calculation of the HHI to 

                                                 
6 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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include all 14 suppliers who will serve consumers from June 2018 to May 2019.  This includes in 
the analysis all winners in the 2016 and 2017 Auctions.  The HHI calculated in this manner is 
1,307.    

 
Fifth, we employed a method also used by FERC in antitrust evaluations, which 

examines the HHI of a market when the price is within 5 percent of the final market price.  This 
so-called “Delivered Price Test” gives a sense of what suppliers could have offered supply at a 
price level roughly consistent with market prices.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
 

In addition, we looked for signs of collusive or coordinated bidding behavior by closely 
examining all bids by all bidders on a round by round basis.  Bidding behavior was also reviewed 
by our Auction Theory Expert, Professor Ken Hendricks of the University of Wisconsin, 
subsequent to the close of the Auction and before the results were certified.  We found no 
evidence of any collusive or anti-competitive actions.7   
 

Prices Consistent with Market Conditions 
 

The third reason for recommending certification of the BGS RSCP Auction results was 
that winning prices were consistent with broader market conditions.  Our primary test of prices 
involved comparing the winning prices with the predicted ranges from our Benchmark Pricing 
Model.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  The output of the 
model is a range of prices that we consider reasonable.   

 
We created separate benchmark ranges for each EDC.  Each of the four winning prices  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                                                 
7 Had we detected any collusive behavior in the Auction we did have the power to call a recess and discuss the issue 
with the Auction Manager and Staff. 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx These results give us a great deal of confidence that winning prices were not only 
reflective of current market conditions, but a “good deal” considering those conditions.  
 

As noted above, comparing this year’s average winning price to last year’s average 
winning price we can see that, on average, prices increased 2.3 percent.  Prices for the individual 
EDC increased by between 1.1 percent to 7.6 percent, due mainly to increases in transmission 
rates. Transmission rates increased as follows: 

Table 4: Percentage Increase in EDC Transmission Rates 

EDC 

2017 Auction 
Transmission  

Rate 
($/MW-day) 

2018 Auction 
Transmission  

Rate 
($/MW-day) 

Percentage 
Increase 
 

Public Service Electric & 
Gas 

$249.93 $277.25 10.9 

Jersey City Power & Light $41.40 $68.69 65.9 
Atlantic City Electric $100.85 $139.62 38.4 
Rockland Electric Company $87.98 $122.74 39.5 

 
 
Drops in energy and capacity prices served to partially offset the increases in 

transmission rates. For example, at the time of last year’s BGS Auction, the average monthly 
futures price on the NYMEX exchange for peak delivery at PJM’s Western Hub from June 2017 
through May of 2020 was approximately $37.67/MWh.  During this Auction the price for the 
same product for delivery from June 2018 through May 2021 was $35.37MWh.  Other cost 
decreases included capacity and congestion costs.   

 
 

 
B. THE BGS COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENERGY 

PRICING (CIEP) AUCTION 
 

The BGS CIEP product is a one-year, load following, full requirements product for larger 
commercial and industrial customers.  Each CIEP supplier provides a fixed percentage of an 
EDC’s commercial and industrial load, whatever that amount turns out to be, as load varies over 
the contract period.  The CIEP contract period runs from June 1, 2018 through May 31, 2019.  
Each year the EDCs bid out 100 percent of their CIEP supply needs.  
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Bates White recommended that the Board certify the results of the CIEP Auction.  We 
used the same three criteria as in our recommendation for the RSCP Auction.   

 
 
Fairness and Transparency 

 
We believe the CIEP Auction was open, fair and transparent for the same reasons stated 

above for the RSCP Auction. 
 

Competitiveness 
 

We used the same five indicators of competitiveness as we did for the RSCP Auction.  
Note that the CIEP Auction is somewhat less competitive than the RSCP Auction.  This is to be 
expected given the smaller amount of supply bid out. 
 

• First, there were seven registered biddersxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. 
 

• Second, the excess quantity offered was sufficient.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 

• Third, five of the seven bidders were winners in the Auction.  This is one fewer than the 
number of winners last year.   

 
• Fourth, the HHI using the market shares of the winning bidders was 2,370xxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx. 
 

• Fifth, we, along with our Auction Theory Expert, reviewed the round-by-round results 
and found no evidence of collusion or anti-competitive behavior. 
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 Prices Consistent with Market Conditions 

 
Before discussing price, we note that the CIEP price is not like the RSCP price.  Winning 

bidders in the CIEP Auction provide a similar full requirements product but are paid the spot 
market price for providing energy, $6/MWh for providing ancillary services, and a standby fee of 
$0.15/MWh.  The price bidders offer into the CIEP Auction is meant to cover (a) the cost of 
capacity and (b) the cost of meeting New Jersey’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS).   

 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx a rough benchmark for the CIEP product xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 

C. THE ROCKLAND ELECTRIC COMPANY SWAP 
PROCUREMENT 

 
This year Rockland Electric Company conducted a separate procurement to procure an 

energy price hedge for its non-PJM load within New Jersey, an auction last conducted in 2015.  
The procurement was conducted via with bidders submitting price offers over RECO’s auction 
platform for a series of 10MWh “fixed for floating” swaps covering a range of time periods.  
Bates White was able to review offers received in real time.  At the end of the auction RECO 
determined that the least-cost option would be a three-year swap that fixed the price of energy 
for the June 2018 through May 2021.  Bates White agreed with this assessment.  The results of 
the procurement were approved at the January 31, 2018 Board Meeting.  
 
 

D. LONG-TERM COMPETITIVENESS  
 

 In an effort to provide the Board with a longer-term look at the competitiveness of the 
RSCP Auction, we provide a review of Auction participation over the last several years.  Our 
findings are in the tables below.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxx 
xxxxxx 
xxxx 

xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 
xxxxx 

xxxxxxxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
xxxx xx xxxx 
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 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
 
 To further examine long term competitiveness, we looked at trends in both Auction 
participation and winning bidders.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx               
1 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

          2 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
        3 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

          4 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
   5 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

           
 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx we can make at least four observations.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
These metrics indicate a very competitive process.  Second, the Auction continues to attract new 
bidders xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx This is a good 
indication of the transparency of the Auction process.  Third, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
 In terms of who is supplying the BGS-RSCP product, we looked at trends in RSCP 
winners.  Figure One displays how much load each supplier served for each energy year (i.e., 
June-May period) from 2010-2011 to 2018-2019.8  Each column in Figure One is organized 
from the bottom up from the largest supplier during this period to its smallest supplier.  The 
columns then map out the growth or decline in load share through the energy years.   

 
From this figure we see that 23 different suppliers have provided (or will provide) supply 

to RSCP ratepayers over the period 2010-2011 to 2018-2019.  For the 2018-19 year, 14 suppliers 
will provide RSCP service.  PSE&G Energy Resources and Trade has been the largest supplier 
over that period and will serve about 25% of the RSCP load in the upcoming year – we note this 
is a bit below the residential load cap.  Other bidders have made significant inroads over the last 
few years, notably BP Energy, and NextEra.  Also noteworthy is the fact that the supplier pool 
has consolidated somewhat, with five suppliers (PSEG ER&T, BP Energy, DTE Energy, Exelon 
and NextEra) all having double digit market shares.  This reflects the slightly lower participation 
numbers in recent Auctions as well as industry consolidation.  
 
   
 
 

                                                 
8 Our calculations here are based solely on the winning bidders from each Auction and do not account for mergers, 
such as the Exelon-Constellation merger, or any contracts that were subsequently assigned or sold to other parties.   
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Figure One  
Estimated MW of RSCP Energy Served, by Supplier
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

In this section we present recommendations, if any, that we believe will assist the 
New Jersey Board of Utilities going forward.  As a primary goal, these recommendations 
are our attempt to make sure that the BGS Auction continues to serve the needs of New 
Jersey’s ratepayers.   

 
At the current moment in time, we do not have any specific recommendations 

regarding the BGS Auction.  This reflects the fact that the Auction has been refined over 
the years many times and is a competitive, well-functioning process.  Having said that we 
would encourage the Board and Board Staff to continue to observe developments in the 
regulatory and competitive environment, which could influence the functioning and/or 
results of the Auction.   
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II. THE NEW JERSEY 2018 BGS-RSCP AUCTION 
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A.  POST-AUCTION CHECKLIST 
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ATTACHMENT B 
DOCKET NO.  ER17040335 

 
POST-AUCTION CHECKLIST 

FOR THE NEW JERSEY 2018 BGS-RSCP AUCTION  

Prepared by:  Bates White, LLC                                         

 

Auction began with the opening of Round 1 at 8:55 am on Monday, Feb. 5, 2018 
    
Auction finished with the close of Round 23 at  1:05 pm  on Tuesday, Feb. 6, 2018 
 

 Start of Round 1  Start of Round 2 * 
(after volume 

reduction in Round 1, 
if applicable) 

 Start of Round n * 
(after post-Round 1 
volume reduction, if 

applicable) 

# Bidders xx  NA  NA 
      
Tranche target 57  NA  NA 
      
Eligibility ratio xxxx  NA  NA 
      
PSE&G load cap 14  NA  NA 
      
JCP&L load cap 9  NA  NA 
      
ACE load cap 3  NA  NA 
      
RECO load cap 1  NA  NA 
      
Statewide load cap 21  NA  NA 
 
 
 
* Note: No volume adjustment was made during the RSCP auction, so the pre-auction 
tranche target and the statewide load cap were unchanged for the auction.  
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ATTACHMENT B 
DOCKET NO. ER17040335  

 
Post-Auction Checklist for the New Jersey 2018 BGS-RSCP Auction 

 
Table 1 below shows pertinent indicators and measures for the auction. 

Table 5.  Summary of BGS-RSCP Auction 

 PSE&G JCP&L ACE RECO Total 
BGS-RSCP peak load share (MW) 2,606.51 1,824.78 641.90 96.68 5,169.87 

Total tranches needed 29 20 7 1 57 

Starting tranche target in auction 29 20 7 1 57 

Final tranche target in auction 29 20 7 1 57 

Tranche size (%) 1.18 1.93 4.55 25.0  

Tranche size (approximate MW) 89.88 91.24 91.70 96.68 
 

 

Starting EDC load caps (# tranches) 14 9 3 1 -- 

Starting statewide load cap (#tranches) -- -- -- -- 21 

Final EDC load caps (# tranches) 14 9 3 1 -- 

Final statewide load cap (#tranches) -- -- -- -- 21 

Quantity procured (# tranches) 29 20 7 1 57 

Quantity procured (% BGS–RSCP load) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

# Winning bidders 8 4 4 1 10 

Maximum # of tranches procured from any 
one bidder 

5 9 3 1 14 

Minimum and maximum starting prices prior 
to indicative bids (cents/kWh) 

    11.5 
17.0 

Starting price at start of auction (cents/kWh) * xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx 

Final auction price  
(cents/kWh) ** 

9.177 7.311 8.123 8.594 8.383 

 
* Price shown in “Total” column is an average across the EDCs weighted by each EDC’s 
“Starting tranche target in auction”. 
**Price shown in “Total” column is an average across the EDCs weighted by each EDC’s 
“Final tranche target in auction”. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
DOCKET NO. ER17040335  

 
Post-Auction Checklist for the New Jersey 2018 BGS-RSCP Auction 

 
Table 6.  Overview of Findings on BGS-RSCP Auction 

Question Comments 
1 BW’s recommendation as to whether the Board 

should certify the RSCP auction results? 
Yes, certify 

2 Did bidders have sufficient information to prepare 
for the RSCP auction?  

Yes 

3 Was the information generally provided to bidders 
in accordance with the published timetable? Was 
the timetable updated appropriately as needed?  

Yes 

4 Were there any issues and questions left unresolved 
prior to the RSCP auction that created material 
uncertainty for bidders?  

No 

5 From what BW could observe, were there any 
procedural problems or errors with the RSCP 
auction, including the electronic bidding process, 
the back-up bidding process, and communications 
between bidders and the Auction Manager? 

No 

6 From what BW could observe, were protocols for 
communication between bidders and the Auction 
Manager adhered to? 

Yes 

7 From what BW could observe, were there any 
hardware or software problems or errors, either 
with the RSCP auction system or with its 
associated communications systems? 

No 

8 Were there any unanticipated delays during the 
RSCP auction? 

No 

9 Did unanticipated delays appear to adversely affect 
bidding in the RSCP auction? What adverse effects 
did BW directly observe and how did they relate to 
the unanticipated delays? 

No 

10 Were appropriate data back-up procedures planned 
and carried out? 

Yes 

11 Were any security breaches observed with the 
RSCP auction process? 

No 
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Question Comments 
12 From what BW could observe, were protocols 

followed for communications among the EDCs, 
NERA, BPU staff, the Board (if necessary), and 
BW during the RSCP auction? 

Yes 

13 From what BW could observe, were the protocols 
followed for decisions regarding changes in RSCP 
auction parameters (e.g., volume, load caps, bid 
decrements)? 

Yes 

14 Were the calculations (e.g., for bid decrements or 
bidder eligibility) produced by the RSCP auction 
software double-checked or reproduced off-line by 
the Auction Manager? 

Yes 

15 Was there evidence of confusion or 
misunderstanding on the part of bidders that 
delayed or impaired the auction? 

No 

16 From what BW could observe, were the 
communications between the Auction Manager and 
bidders timely and effective? 

Yes 

17 Was there evidence that bidders felt unduly rushed 
during the process? Should the auction have been 
conducted more expeditiously? 

No 

18 Were there any complaints from bidders about the 
process that BW believed were legitimate? 

No 

19 Was the RSCP auction carried out in an acceptably 
fair and transparent manner? 

Yes 

20 Was there evidence of non-productive “gaming” on 
the part of bidders? 

No 

21 Was there any evidence of collusion or improper 
coordination among bidders? 

No 

22 Was there any evidence of a breakdown in 
competition in the RSCP auction? 

No 

23 Was information made public appropriately?  From 
what BW could observe, was sensitive information 
treated appropriately? 

Yes 

24 Does the RSCP auction appear to have generated a 
result that is consistent with competitive bidding, 
market-determined prices, and efficient allocation 
of the BGS-RSCP load? 

Yes 
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Question Comments 
25 Were there factors exogenous to the RSCP auction 

(e.g., changes in market environment) that 
materially affected the RSCP auction in 
unanticipated ways? 

No 

26 Are there any concerns with the RSCP auction’s 
outcome with regard to any specific EDC(s)? 

No 
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BATES WHITE SUPPLEMENT TO NEW JERSEY BGS AUCTION 
CHECKLIST: RSCP AUCTION 

 
 
QUESTION 1: 
Bates White’s recommendation as to whether the Board should certify the RSCP 
Auction results? 
 
ANSWER 1: Yes, certify. 
 

CRITERIA: 
a. Were all checklist questions satisfactorily answered? 

 
Yes. 

 
 
QUESTION 2: 
Did bidders have sufficient information to prepare for the RSCP Auction? 
 
ANSWER 2: Yes. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Were there Pre-Bid sessions and were they informative? 

 
Yes, there were Pre-Bid Information Sessions and they informed bidders about 
Auction procedures and developments.   
 
There were three Pre-Bid Information Sessions: the first was held on October 6, 
2017, the second on November 27, 2017, and the third was held January 23, 2018. 
All sessions were conducted as webcasts. As a result, bidder confidentiality was 
maintained and NERA was able to conduct just one session for both RSCP and 
CIEP bidders.   
 
The first two information sessions were open to any entities interested in 
participating in the Auction.  The third information session was held after the 
application process was complete and was restricted to Registered Bidders only. 
 
Thirteen companies attended the first information session and 15 companies 
attended the second information session.  Between the two sessions, 19 unique 
companies attended.  The slide decks and audio from both sessions were posted 
on the BGS Auction website.  All questions asked at the information sessions 
were adequately answered by NERA.   
 

b. Were frequently asked questions (FAQs) posted on the BGS website and 
were all questions answered? 
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Yes, the FAQs were posted and all questions asked in a timely manner were 
answered. 

 
All questions asked by bidders and their answers were posted on the FAQ section 
of the BGS website pursuant to NERA’s FAQ Protocols.  These protocols called 
for a specific process for answering bidder questions to ensure that all bidders had 
access to the same information at the same time.     

 
As of February 1, 2018, 134 questions had been asked by bidders since August 
15, 2017, the first day FAQs were posted.  All of these questions were answered 
in a timely fashion by NERA.  The topics of questions included: (a) Applications, 
(b) Association and Confidential Information Rules, (c) Auction Rules, (d) BGS 
Supplier Master Agreement, and specifically section 15.9, (e) Credit, and (f) Data.  
NERA provided responses to all of these questions, which seemed to satisfy 
bidders.   
 
Answers to FAQs were posted publicly on the BGS website through late January.  
Starting on January 25, 2018, the Auction Manager sent answers to questions 
received only to Registered Bidders via email.  Bates White reviewed these FAQs 
as well.   

 
c. Was required information and data provided on the website? 

 
Yes, the BGS Auction website provided required data for bidders to prepare for 
the Auction. 
 
The Auction information listed below was provided according to the schedule 
posted by NERA.  This information included: (a) Application forms, (b) 
minimum/maximum starting prices, (c) tranche targets, (d) load caps, (e) finalized 
rules, (f) final Supplier Master Agreements, and (g) finalized decrement formulas. 
 
NERA also maintained a “data room” on their website, which contained data that 
was updated monthly and additional data that was updated less frequently.  NERA 
provided descriptions of both types of data.  This data room helped bidders 
prepare their bids.  Examples of the data posted here included (a) load data, which 
was updated monthly for each EDC and covered the period up to October 2017 or 
later, and (b) switching statistics that showed the percentage of load and number 
of customers that have switched to third party suppliers.  Any revisions made to 
the data were marked on the website. 
 
NERA also posted models which translated potential winning prices for each 
EDC into customer rates.  As we did last year, Bates White conferred with each 
EDC to go over their rate models and average bill calculations. We audited each 
sheet posted on the website to ensure it was correct and double-checked the EDCs 
calculation of rate and average bill impacts resulting from the actual Auction. 
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d. Did Bidders receive Auction logistics information (i.e. Confidential Bidder 
Information packet) on time? 

 
Yes, before the Trial Auction, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
e. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 

 
Please see answer to 2b. 

 
f. Were bidders given an opportunity to provide proposals and comments 

concerning the 2018 Auction Process? 
 

Yes.  In its Procedural Order, the Board invited all interested parties to file 
procurement proposals by June 30, 2017.  Interested parties were also invited to 
file initial comments and final comments by September 6, 2017 and October 13, 
2017, respectively.  The Board also held a legislative-type hearing on September 
28, 2017.   

 
After reviewing all comments from the EDCs and other interested parties, the 
Board approved the Joint EDC Proposal for the 2018 BGS Auction. 

 
QUESTION 3:  
Was the information generally provided to bidders in accordance with the 
published timetable?  Was the timetable updated appropriately as needed?   
 
ANSWER 3: Yes. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Was the timeline followed? 
 

Yes. 
 

b. Were there updates to the timeline? 
 

No. 
 
 
QUESTION 4: 
Were there any issues and questions left unresolved prior to the RSCP Auction that 
created material uncertainty for bidders? 
 
ANSWER 4: No. 
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PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Were all questions answered in the FAQs? 

 
Yes, please see answer to 2b. 

 
b. Were bidder questions asked after January 25, 2018 directly responded to by 

NERA? 
 

Yes, questions continued to be asked by Registered Bidders after January 25, 
2018 and NERA provided answers to these questions directly to bidders via 
email.  These answers were distributed regularly beginning on January 25, 2018.  
Bidders did not indicate any concerns with the answers provided by NERA.  Also, 
please see answer to 2b. 

 
c. Did other events or issues produce any material uncertainty for bidders? 

 
No, no questions about the Auction were left unresolved by the start of the 
Auction.   
 
Questions were asked about potential new solar regulation (specifically SB 2276) 
that would increase the solar percentage of the State Renewable Portfolio 
Standard but NERA noted that, per the proposed legislation, existing BGS supply 
contracts would be exempted from the legal requirements.   While there were a 
number of questions related to transmission costs, specifically (a) Rockland’s 
filing for an increase in its NITS rate, (b) JCP&L’s proposal to move to a formula 
rate regime, and (c) the allocation of costs for several major transmission projects 
pursuant to FERC Order 494, NERA explained that cost changes as a result of 
these actions will be covered under Section 15.9 of the Supplier Master 
Agreement.  Based on the prices received and participation in this auction, bidders 
seemed to be comfortable with this answer.  
 
Bates White also monitored various industry news sources and did not discover 
any other events that would produce material uncertainty for bidders.   
 

d. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 
 

Please see answer to 2e. 
 

e. Was information equitably provided to bidders? 
 

Yes, information was provided to bidders equally.  This was done through Pre-
Bid Information Sessions, FAQs posted on the BGS Auction website and emailed 
to all bidders, and email announcements of upcoming important events and 
milestones.  Also, please see answers to 2a-2d. 
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f. Was information provided to maximize the number of bidders for the 
Auction? 

 
Yes, before bidders were registered, NERA conducted extensive marketing efforts 
in order to maximize bidder participation.  Maximum bidder participation is 
important since the supply offered in excess of need is what drives Auction prices 
to “tick down” (i.e. decrease) from round to round.  

 
NERA conducted direct marketing with potential bidding companies through an 
email distribution list and phone calls.  The list of contacts was developed from 
existing contact lists and from participants that registered for information on the 
BGS Auction website.  This outreach effort began prior to the first information 
session.  NERA also advertised the bidding opportunity by running four ads in 
Platts publications, two in Megawatt Daily on November 16, 2017 and November 
30, 2017 and two in Energy Trader on November 17, 2017 and November 29, 
2017.    
 
The Auction Manager consulted with Bates White during each of the application 
processing periods.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx  

 
g. From Bates White’s observation, were there any pre-qualification 

requirements which directly prevented bidder participation? 
 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 5: 
From what Bates White could observe, were there any procedural problems or 
errors with the RSCP Auction, including the electronic bidding process, the back-up 
bidding process, and communications between bidders and the Auction Manager? 
 
ANSWER 5: No. 
 

AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
a. Was protocol followed for the RSCP Auction?  
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Yes, to our knowledge, the Auction was carried out according to the Auction 
Rules as approved by the Board and NERA’s internal protocols. 

 
b. Were there problems with the electronic bidding process? 

 
No, there were no major problems with the Auction software during testing or 
trials.  
 
Bates White had full opportunity to test NERA’s bidding software, backup 
bidding process, and bid recording systems during two Trial Auctions.  For the 
first Trial Auction on January 22, 2018, Bates White assumed the role of a bidder 
and verified that bidders’ accounts had access to the correct information.  We 
tested the Auction software by submitting problematic bids to determine if the 
software operated according to the rules and provided proper information to 
bidders.  We also tested NERA’s phone-based backup bidding systems by 
submitting backup bids and creating situations to test NERA’s bidder notification 
protocols.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
 
For the second Trial Auction, held on January 25, 2018, Bates White moved to 
the evaluation side.  We traveled to the site of the Auction, in Newark, NJ, to test 
the actual processes that would be used during the Auction.  We monitored and 
evaluated bids submitted by Registered Bidders.  We received and tested bid 
reports from NERA’s software and formulated reports and checked price 
decrements using our own bid evaluation software.   
 
During the actual Auction, Bates White did not observe any significant software 
problems.   

 
c. Was the back-up bidding process followed? 

 
Yes.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Further, Registered Bidders 
also had the opportunity to practice the back-up bid procedure during the Trial 
Auction for Registered Bidders on January 25, 2018.  

 
d. Did communications between bidders and the Auction Manager follow 

procedure? 
 

Yes, communications between bidders and the Auction Manager followed 
procedure. 
 
Bidders were given two ways of communicating with the Auction Manager 
during the Auction.  Bidders had a telephone number for technical assistance and 
they could also send electronic messages through the online platform.  Both of 
these forms of communication were logged.  All telephone conversations were 
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taped and all electronic messages and the answers given by the Auction Manager 
were saved.  Bates White reviewed all telephone conversations and electronic 
messages. 

 
e. Were Auction schedule protocols followed with regard to extensions and 

recesses? 
 

Yes, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.  In addition, bidders were 
given an automatic extension after round one.   
 

 
f. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 

 
No.  

 
QUESTION 6:  
From what Bates White could observe, were protocols for communication 
between bidders and the Auction Manager adhered to? 
 
ANSWER 6: Yes. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Was confidential information properly provided to bidders? 

 
Yes.  Bates White did not observe any release of confidential information or 
inappropriate communication that could impair the integrity of the Auction. 

 
b. Before the Part 2 Application deadline, were questions placed on the Auction 

website?  
 

Yes.  The first FAQ was posted on the BGS website August 15, 2017.  The Part 2 
Application deadline was on January 10, 2018 by which time there were a total of 
134 questions posted and answered.  Additional questions asked by bidders were 
also answered by NERA following the Part 2 Application deadline.  See also the 
answer to 2b. 

 
c. Were the communication protocols followed? 

 
Yes.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
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AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 

d. Was confidential information properly provided to bidders? 
 

Yes, the Auction software was built to ensure that all participants had controlled 
access to Auction information.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
 

e. Did communications between bidders and the Auction Manager follow 
procedure? 

 
Yes, please see the answer to 5d. 

 
 
QUESTION 7:  
From what Bates White could observe, were there any hardware or 
software problems or errors, either with the RSCP Auction system or with 
its associated communications systems? 
 
ANSWER 7: No. 
 
 AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 

a. What problems, if any, were there with the Auction or communications 
system on NERA’s end? 

 
Bates White is unaware of any material issues with NERA’s communication 
systems based on our presence in the Auction room and our review of electronic 
and voice communications. 

 
b. Did bidders experience any computer or communications problems that 

appeared to be the fault of NERA? 
 

No, all bids were successfully received by NERA.   
 

c. Was NERA aware of any material technical issues? 
 

No, NERA did not indicate any material technical issues.   
 

d. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 
 

Bidders did not communicate any material technical concerns to NERA.  
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QUESTION 8: 
Were there any unanticipated delays during the RSCP Auction? 
 
ANSWER 8: No. 
 
 
QUESTION 9:  
Did unanticipated delays appear to adversely affect bidding in the RSCP Auction?  
What adverse effects did Bates White directly observe and how did they relate to the 
unanticipated delays? 
 
ANSWER 9: No.   
 
    
QUESTION 10: 
Were appropriate data back-up procedures planned and carried out? 
 
ANSWER 10: Yes. 
 
 AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 

a. Was Auction data backed-up during the Auction? 
 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NERA ensured that no Auction information 
would be lost if there was a problem with the Auction software during the 
Auction.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
 
QUESTION 11: 
Were any security breaches observed with the RSCP Auction process? 
 
ANSWER 11: No. 
 

To our knowledge, there were no security breaches.   
 
During the Auction, many security measures were in place.  The Auction software 
used on bid day was built to ensure that all participants had controlled access to 
Auction data.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Bates White reviewed communications between NERA and bidders.  xxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx 

 
 

QUESTION 12: 
From what Bates White could observe, were protocols followed for 
communications among the EDCs, NERA, BPU staff, the Board (if 
necessary), and Bates White during the RSCP Auction? 
 
ANSWER 12: Yes. 
 

AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
a. Were protocols followed as described by NERA? 

 
Yes.  As far as Bates White is aware, the Communication Protocols were 
followed during the Auction.  Also, please see answer to 5d. 

 
 

b. Did BPU Staff and Bates White get all the information that we required? 
 

Yes, Bates White and BPU Staff received all data requested from NERA in a 
timely and professional fashion during the Auction.  

 
 
QUESTION 13: 
From what Bates White could observe, were the protocols followed for 
decisions regarding changes in RSCP Auction parameters (e.g., volume, 
load caps, bid decrements)? 
 
ANSWER 13: Yes.   

 
PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Were notable changes made to the decrement formulas? 
 

NERA made no changes to several of the decrement formulas as compared to last 
year.  

 
AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
b.   During the Auction, did the Auction Manager impose any changes on the 

RSCP Auction parameters? 
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Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Bates White independently calculated the 
bid decrements for each round.   

 
 
QUESTION 14: 
Were the calculations (e.g., for bid decrements or bidder eligibility) 
produced by the RSCP Auction software double-checked or reproduced 
off-line by the Auction Manager? 
 
ANSWER 14: Yes. 
 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

 
 

QUESTION 15: 
Was there evidence of confusion or misunderstanding on the part of 
bidders that delayed or impaired the Auction?  
 
ANSWER 15: No. 
 

There was no evidence of confusion or misunderstanding that caused delays; as 
noted, Bates White reviewed all electronic and voice communications.   

 
 
QUESTION 16: 
From what Bates White could observe, were the communications between 
the Auction Manager and bidders timely and effective? 
 
ANSWER 16: Yes. 
 

AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
 
All answers to questions Bates White was able to review seemed relevant and 
clear.  Again, Bates White reviewed all FAQs and electronic messages.  In 
addition, Bates White also reviewed the phone conversations between bidders and 
the Auction Manager.     

 
Bates White believes answers to bidders’ questions were provided in a timely 
fashion, and NERA made all possible efforts to ensure bids were placed on time.  
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QUESTION 17: 
Was there evidence that bidders felt unduly rushed during the process?  
Should the Auction have been conducted more expeditiously? 
 
ANSWER 17:  No. 
 

The Auction proceeded smoothly.  The 2018 RSCP Auction ended after 23 
rounds, which compares to 19 rounds last year and 18 the year before.   
 
Each bidder is permitted 1 recess request and 2 extension requests during the 
Auction.  The Auction includes an automatic extension after Round 1. Xxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxx  

 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxx there was no indication from bidders that they felt unduly rushed.  xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
Note that bidders were able to test the Auction software during the Trial Auction 
for Registered Bidders, and therefore were comfortable with it during the actual 
Auction.   

 
 

QUESTION 18: 
Were there any complaints from bidders about the process that Bates 
White believed were legitimate? 
 
ANSWER 18: No. 
 

Bates White believes there were no legitimate complaints about the Auction.  
That is, we are not aware of any questions raised by bidders that were not 
resolved.   

 
 
QUESTION 19: 
Was the RSCP Auction carried out in an acceptably fair and transparent 
manner? 
 
ANSWER 19: Yes. 
 

Speaking broadly, the New Jersey Auction is structured to be fair and transparent.  
The two key features in this regard are (a) the precisely defined product being 
solicited and (b) the price-only evaluation.  These ensure that all bidders are 
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supplying the same product and no bidder can gain an advantage over another 
except by offering a lower price.  Because the product and evaluation method are 
clearly spelled out, any bidder that meets the qualification requirements may 
participate. In addition, as approved by the Board, the BGS Auction had several 
mechanisms in place to ensure a fair and transparent process.  
 
All interested parties were given ample opportunity to comment on the 2018 BGS 
process.  In its Procedural Order, the Board invited all interested parties to file 
procurement proposals by June 30, 2017.  Furthermore, interested parties were 
also invited to file initial comments and final comments by September 6, 2017 
and October 13, 2017, respectively.  The Board also held a legislative-type 
hearing on September 28, 2017.   

 
Before the Auction began, the rules and contracts were approved and made 
public.  Auction rules were approved by the Board.  Contracts and Supplier 
Master Agreements were standardized, approved, and made public before the 
Auction.  Any optional changes in the language of these agreements were 
standardized, approved, and made public before the Auction as well.  Finally, 
application and credit requirements to become a bidder in the BGS Auction were 
also standardized, approved, and made public before the Auction.   
 
Bidder information sessions were held by the Auction Manager to educate 
potential bidders on the Auction process.  They provided an opportunity for 
questions to be asked in a public forum.  Any questions asked pertaining to the 
Auction were posted on the BGS Auction website as FAQs.  This FAQ section 
ensured that all bidders had equal access to information provided to any one 
bidder.   

 
The Auction Manager consulted with Bates White and BPU Staff concerning Part 
1 and 2 Applications.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
An additional factor boosting the competitiveness of the Auction is that this is the 
17th year it has been held and its results have been consistently certified by the 
Board.  This stability helps attract more bidders and better offers.    

 
Finally, the Auction was also carried out in a fair and transparent manner in the 
sense that the Auction adhered to the Auction rules.  The Auction rules and the 
Auction software were designed to produce a fair and transparent Auction.  The 
rules were made public and approved by the Board.  The Auction software 
ensured that bidders received the correct information.     
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QUESTION 20: 
Was there evidence of non-productive “gaming” on the part of bidders? 
 
QUESTION 21: 
Was there any evidence of collusion or improper coordination among 
bidders? 
 
QUESTION 22: 
Was there any evidence of a breakdown in competition in the RSCP 
Auction?  
 
ANSWER 20:   No. 
 
ANSWER 21:   No. 
 
ANSWER 22:   No. 
 

Developing the information to answer these three questions and, more broadly, 
assessing the competitiveness of the BGS Auction was a central focus of our 
monitoring efforts.  We assessed both structural and behavioral indicators of 
competitiveness in each round of bidding in the RSCP Auction (which solicits 
supply for residential customers as well as some small commercial customers).  
Although we go into some detail here, these indicators are just that, indications of 
competitiveness; they are not hard and fast numerical standards.   
 
Both structural and behavioral indicators give support for the specific answers 
provided to all three of these questions as well as support to the broader finding 
that the BGS Auction was competitive.  Among the structural indicators were the 
number of bidders, the number of winners, the market shares of winners, and a 
widely-used measure of competitiveness related to market shares called the 
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). 
 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  This is a good number of 
bidders and the list includes many well-known participants in the U.S. electricity 
business.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx9xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Having new and returning bidders speaks well to the quality of the bidding 
opportunity.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
 

                                                 
9 Formerly known as Hess Energy Trading Company LLC. 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  This excess of offers 
is important because it is the excess that results in the price decreasing round-by-
round, to the benefit of New Jersey ratepayers. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 10 actually won the right to serve some portion of the 
New Jersey RSCP load.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
With respect to market share of each winner, some background on standards is 
useful.  Having a minimum of three suppliers is sometimes set as a standard of 
competitiveness.  The BGS Auction rules help ensure at least three winners by 
limiting to approximately one-third (21 tranches) the portion of statewide 
consumer need that can be won by any single supplier.  In addition, bidders are 
limited in the amount of supply they can win in each EDC’s service territory 
(RECO excepted) such that there will always be at least three winners per EDC.   
 
Another standard for judging market share comes from a FERC standard for 
granting the right for a supplier to sell at market-based prices (as opposed to 
regulated cost-based rates).  In one of two FERC threshold tests for granting the 
right to sell at market-based prices, FERC asks that the supplier have no more 
than a 20% share of the market.  If the market share is 20% or less, it is presumed 
the supplier cannot exercise market power.  If the market share exceeds 20%, the 
supplier can conduct an additional test or point to mitigation for market power, 
such as the mitigation measures and monitoring of the PJM Interconnection or the 
Midwest ISO – that is, the 20% is not a hard and fast limit to market-based rate 
authority.  

 
Among the 10 winners in the RSCP Auction, only one bidder has a market share 
over 20%.  PSE&G Energy Resources & Trade (ER&T) won 24.6% of the supply 
offered in this Auction.  Looking at all suppliers who will provide BGS-RSCP 
supply over the June 2018 to May 2019 period (i.e., including winners from the 
2016 and 2017 BGS Auctions), only PSE&G ER&T has a market share over 20% 
at 25.6%.     

 
The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is a measure of competitiveness closely 
related to market shares.  Again, some background on the HHI standard is useful.   
The U.S. Department of Justice primarily uses a three-part standard for HHIs 
when judging the competitive effect of mergers and acquisitions.  An HHI below 
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1,500 is a safe harbor of sorts because the market is said to be un-concentrated.  
If, after a merger or acquisition, the HHI is below 1,500, it is generally thought 
that there is no competitive harm from the merger or acquisition; that is, the 
merger or acquisition does not make the exercise of market power more likely.  
An HHI between 1,500 and 2,500 is said to indicate moderate concentration.  An 
HHI over 2,500 is said to indicate a highly concentrated market.  For market-
based rate authority, FERC already uses a threshold of 2,500 for the HHI in one 
of its standards.   

 
For the RSCP Auction, using the winning shares as market shares, the HHI is 
1,505.  This puts the HHI for the RSCP Auction in the un-concentrated range.  
This is similar to last year’s HHI of 1,463.  However, to include only winning 
bidders is a narrow focus for calculating an HHI.  For example, a more 
appropriate focus would be the 14 suppliers who will serve consumers in 2018-
2019; these are the winners in 2016 and 2017, as well as in this 2018 Auction.  
The HHI in this case would be 1,307.  This compares to an HHI of suppliers who 
served customers for 2017-2018 of 1,515. 

 
A final method that is also employed by FERC in antitrust evaluations examines 
the HHI of a market when the price is within 5% of the final market price.  This 
so-called “Delivered Price Test” gives a sense of what suppliers would have 
participated at a price level roughly consistent with market prices.  xxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx   
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 

 
With respect to behavioral indicators, the core of this effort was to detect any sign 
of collusion among bidders.  No evidence of collusion was found in the RSCP 
Auction.  Bates White and its Auction expert, Professor Ken Hendricksxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx we detected no evidence of explicit coordination of 
bidding.   

 
 
QUESTION 23: 
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Was information made public appropriately?  From what Bates White could 
observe, was sensitive information treated appropriately?  
 
ANSWER 23: Yes. 
 

Yes, Pre-Auction information was treated appropriately pursuant to the 
communication protocols.  Please see answers 6a-6c. 

  
To our knowledge, no confidential information was leaked while the Auction was 
conducted.  All suppliers, NERA, EDCs, and Bates White signed confidentiality 
agreements.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
In addition, Bates White reviewed communication between all Auction personnel 
and bidders; we had access to communications sent to all bidders through the 
online platform and recordings of calls between NERA and bidders.  Moreover, 
the Auction is held in a secure, separate suite of offices.  

 
 
QUESTION 24: 
Does the RSCP Auction appear to have generated a result that is 
consistent with competitive bidding, market-determined prices, and 
efficient allocation of the BGS-RSCP load? 
 
ANSWER 24: Yes. 
 

Although the acceptance or rejection of Auction results is not based on any 
assessment of price levels, Bates White attempted to develop an expectation of 
the final Auction prices xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

1Bates White estimate  
2 Tranche-weighted average 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxComparing 
this year’s average final price to last year’s average final price of 8.194 cents/kWh 
we can see that, on average, prices increased 2.3%.  Prices for each individual 
EDC increased by 1.1% to 7.6% due mainly to increases in transmission rates.  
Drops in energy and capacity prices served to partially offset these increases.  

From a rate impact standpoint, as a starting point, we generally compare the 
winning prices in this Auction to the contracts that are being replaced.  In this 
case that would be contracts from the 2015 BGS Auction.  For all utilities, 

Average Low High

PSE&G 29 9.177
JCP&L 20 7.311
ACE 7 8.123
RECO 1 8.594
Total 57
Average2 8.383

Price Expectation Range (cents/kWh)1

2018 BGS Auction

Product Tranches 
Filled

Final Price 
(cents/kWh)
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winning prices were lower than 2015 winning prices, ranging from a 5.2% to 
9.1% lower.  Factors driving prices lower included large drops in energy and 
congestion costs.  As a result, all EDCs forecast average bill decreases for the 
upcoming June to May period.  

 
QUESTION 25: 
Were there factors exogenous to the RSCP Auction (e.g., changes in 
market environment) that materially affected the RSCP Auction in 
unanticipated ways?  
 
ANSWER 25:  No. 
 

No, please see the answer to 24.   
 
 
QUESTION 26: 
Are there any concerns with the RSCP Auction’s outcome with regard to 
any specific EDC(s)?  
 
ANSWER 26:  No. 
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III. THE NEW JERSEY 2018 BGS-CIEP AUCTION 
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A.  POST-AUCTION CHECKLIST 
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ATTACHMENT B 

DOCKET NO. ER17040335  
 

POST-AUCTION CHECKLIST FOR THE NEW JERSEY  
 2018 BGS-CIEP AUCTION 

Prepared by:  Bates White, LLC 

 

Auction began with the opening of Round 1 at 8:25 am  on Friday, February 2, 2018 
    
Auction finished with the close of Round 32 at 11:20 am  on Monday, February 5, 2018  
 

  Start of Round 1  Start of Round 2 * 
(after volume 

reduction in Round 1, 
if applicable) 

 Start of Round n * 
(after post-Round 1 
volume reduction, if 

applicable) 

# Bidders  xx  NA  NA 
       
Tranche target  42  NA  NA 
       
Eligibility ratio  xxx  NA  NA 
       
Statewide load cap  19  NA  NA 
       
 

* Note: No volume adjustment was made during the CIEP auction, so the pre-auction 
tranche target and the statewide load cap were unchanged for the auction.  
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ATTACHMENT B 

DOCKET NO. ER17040335  
 

Post-Auction Checklist for the New Jersey 2018 BGS-CIEP Auction 
 
Table 1 below shows pertinent indicators and measures for the auction. 

Table 1.  Summary of BGS-CIEP Auction 

 PSE&G JCP&L ACE RECO Total 
BGS-CIEP peak load share (MW) 1,903.79 915.08 318.70 56.30 3,193.87 

Total tranches needed 25 12 4 1 42 

Starting tranche target in auction 25 12 4 1 42 

Final tranche target in auction 25 12 4 1 42 

Tranche size (%) 4.00 8.33 25.00 100.00  

Tranche size (approximate MW) 76.15 76.26 79.68 56.30  

Starting load cap (# tranches) -- -- -- -- 19 

Final load cap (# tranches) -- -- -- -- 19 

Quantity procured (# tranches) 25 12 4 1 42 

Quantity procured (% BGS-CIEP load) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

# Winning bidders 5 3 3 1 5 

Maximum # of tranches procured from 
any one bidder 

8 5 2 1 14 

Minimum and maximum starting prices 
prior to indicative bids ($/MW-day) 

    425 
550 

Starting price at start of auction 
($/MW-day)* 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 

Final auction price 
($/MW-day)** 

287.76 276.21 289.99 300.82 284.98 

 
* Price shown in “Total” column is an average across the EDCs weighted by each EDC’s 
“Starting tranche target in auction”.  
** Price shown in “Total” column is an average across the EDCs weighted by each 
EDC’s “Final tranche target in auction”. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
DOCKET NO. ER17040335  

 
Post-Auction Checklist for the New Jersey 2018 BGS-CIEP Auction 

 

Table 2.  Overview of Findings on BGS-CIEP Auction 

Question Comments 

1 BW’s recommendation as to whether the Board 
should certify the CIEP auction results? 

Yes, certify 

2 Did bidders have sufficient information to prepare 
for the CIEP auction? 

Yes 

3 Was the information generally provided to bidders 
in accordance with the published timetable?  Was 
the timetable updated appropriately as needed? 

Yes 

4 Were there any issues and questions left unresolved 
prior to the CIEP auction that created material 
uncertainty for bidders? 

No 

5 From what BW could observe, were there any 
procedural problems or errors with the CIEP 
auction, including the electronic bidding process, 
the back-up bidding process, and communications 
between bidders and the Auction Manager? 

No 

6 From what BW could observe, were protocols for 
communication between bidders and the Auction 
Manager adhered to? 

Yes 

7 From what BW could observe, were there any 
hardware or software problems or errors, either 
with the CIEP auction system or with its associated 
communications systems? 

No 

8 Were there any unanticipated delays during the 
CIEP auction? 

No 

9 Did unanticipated delays appear to adversely affect 
bidding in the CIEP auction?  What adverse effects 
did BW directly observe and how did they relate to 
the unanticipated delay? 

No 

10 Were appropriate data back-up procedures planned 
and carried out? 

Yes 

11 Were any security breaches observed with the 
CIEP auction process? 

No 
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Question Comments 

12 From what BW could observe, were protocols 
followed for communications among the EDCs, 
NERA, BPU staff, the Board (if necessary), and 
BW during the CIEP auction? 

Yes 

13 From what BW could observe, were the protocols 
followed for decisions regarding changes in CIEP 
auction parameters (e.g., volume, load cap, bid 
decrements)? 

Yes 

14 Were the calculations (e.g., for bid decrements or 
bidder eligibility) produced by the CIEP auction 
software double-checked or reproduced off-line by 
the Auction Manager? 

Yes 

15 Was there evidence of confusion or 
misunderstanding on the part of bidders that 
delayed or impaired the auction? 

No 

16 From what BW could observe, were the 
communications between the Auction Manager and 
bidders timely and effective? 

Yes 

17 Was there evidence that bidders felt unduly rushed 
during the process? Should the auction have been 
conducted more expeditiously? 

No 

18 Were there any complaints from bidders about the 
process that BW believed were legitimate? 

No 

19 Was the CIEP auction carried out in an acceptably 
fair and transparent manner? 

Yes 

20 Was there evidence of non-productive “gaming” on 
the part of bidders? 

No 

21 Was there any evidence of collusion or improper 
coordination among bidders? 

No 

22 Was there any evidence of a breakdown in 
competition in the CIEP auction? 

No 

23 Was information made public appropriately?  From 
what BW could observe, was sensitive information 
treated appropriately? 

Yes 

24 Does the CIEP auction appear to have generated a 
result that is consistent with competitive bidding, 
market-determined prices, and efficient allocation 
of the BGS-CIEP load? 

Yes 
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Question Comments 

25 Were there factors exogenous to the CIEP auction 
(e.g., changes in market environment) that 
materially affected the CIEP auction in 
unanticipated ways? 

No 

26 Are there any concerns with the CIEP auction’s 
outcome with regard to any specific EDC(s)? 

No.  
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B.  BATES WHITE SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKLIST 
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BATES WHITE SUPPLEMENT TO NEW JERSEY BGS AUCTION 
CHECKLIST: CIEP AUCTION 

 
 
QUESTION 1: 
Bates White’s recommendation as to whether the Board should certify the CIEP 
Auction results? 
 
ANSWER 1: Yes, certify. 
 

CRITERIA: 
a. Were all checklist questions satisfactorily answered? 

 
Yes. 

 
 
QUESTION 2: 
Did bidders have sufficient information to prepare for the CIEP Auction? 
 
ANSWER 2: Yes. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Were there Pre-Bid sessions and were they informative? 

 
Yes, there were Pre-Bid Information Sessions and they informed bidders about 
Auction procedures and developments.   
 
There were three Pre-Bid Information Sessions: the first was held on October 6, 
2017, the second on November 27, 2017, and the third was held January 23, 2018. 
All sessions were conducted as webcasts. As a result, bidder confidentiality was 
maintained and NERA was able to conduct just one session for both RSCP and 
CIEP bidders.   
 
The first two information sessions were open to any entities interested in 
participating in the Auction.  The third information session was held after the 
application process was complete and was restricted to Registered Bidders only. 
  
Thirteen companies attended the first information session and 15 companies 
attended the second information session.  Between the two sessions, 19 unique 
companies attended.  The slide decks and audio from both sessions were posted 
on the BGS Auction website.  All questions asked at the information sessions 
were adequately answered by NERA.   
 
 

b. Were frequently asked questions (FAQs) posted on the BGS website and 
were all questions answered? 
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Yes, the FAQs were posted and all questions asked in a timely manner were 
answered. 

 
All questions asked by bidders and their answers were posted on the FAQ section 
of the BGS website pursuant to NERA’s FAQ Protocols.  These protocols called 
for a specific process for answering bidder questions to ensure that all bidders had 
access to the same information at the same time.     

 
As of February 1, 2018, 134 questions had been asked by bidders since August 
15, 2017, the first day FAQs were posted.  All of these questions were answered 
in a timely fashion by NERA.  The topics of questions included: (a) Applications, 
(b) Association and Confidential Information Rules, (c) Auction Rules, (d) BGS 
Supplier Master Agreement, and specifically section 15.9, (e) Credit, and (f) Data.  
NERA provided responses to all of these questions, which seemed to satisfy 
bidders.   
 
Answers to FAQs were posted publicly through late January.  Starting on January 
25, 2018, the Auction Manager sent answers to questions received regularly to 
Registered Bidders via email.  Bates White reviewed these FAQs as well.   

 
c. Was required information and data provided on the website? 

 
Yes, the BGS Auction website provided required data for bidders to prepare for 
the Auction. 
 
The Auction information listed below was provided according to the schedule 
posted by NERA.  This information included: (a) Application forms, (b) 
minimum/maximum starting prices, (c) tranche targets, (d) load caps, (e) finalized 
rules, (f) final Supplier Master Agreements, and (g) finalized decrement formulas.   
 
NERA also maintained a “data room” on their website, which contained data that 
was updated monthly and additional data that was updated less frequently.  NERA 
provided descriptions of both types of data.  This data room helped bidders 
prepare their bids.  Examples of the data posted here included (a) load data, which 
was updated monthly for each EDC and covered up to at least October 2017, and 
(b) switching statistics that showed the percentage of load and number of 
customers that have switched to third party suppliers.  Any revisions made to the 
data were marked on the website. 

 
 

d. Did Bidders receive Auction logistics information (i.e. Confidential Bidder 
Information packet) on time? 

 
Yes, before the Trial Auction, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
e. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 

 
No. 
 

f. Were bidders given an opportunity to provide proposals and comments 
concerning the 2018 Auction Process? 

 
Yes.  In its Procedural Order, the Board invited all interested parties to file 
procurement proposals by June 30, 2017.  Interested parties were also invited to 
file initial comments and final comments by September 6, 2017 and October 13, 
2017, respectively.  The Board also held a legislative-type hearing on September 
28, 2017.  
 
After reviewing all comments from the EDCs and other interested parties, the 
Board approved the Joint EDC Proposal for the 2018 BGS Auction.   
 

 
QUESTION 3:  
Was the information generally provided to bidders in accordance with the 
published timetable?  Was the timetable updated appropriately as needed?   
 
ANSWER 3: Yes. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Was the timeline followed? 
 

Yes. 
 

b. Were there updates to the timeline? 
 

No, there were no adjustments to this schedule. 
 
 
QUESTION 4: 
Were there any issues and questions left unresolved prior to the CIEP Auction that 
created material uncertainty for bidders? 
 
ANSWER 4: No. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Were all questions answered in the FAQs? 

 
Yes, please see answer to 2b. 
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b. Were bidder questions asked starting on or about January 25, 2018 directly 

responded to by NERA? 
 

Yes, questions continued to be asked by Registered Bidders after January 25, 
2018 and NERA provided answers to these questions directly to bidders via 
email.  These answers were distributed regularly beginning on January 25, 2018.  
Bidders did not indicate any concerns with the answers provided by NERA.  Also, 
please see answer to 2b. 

 
c. Did other events or issues produce any material uncertainty for bidders? 

 
No, no questions about the Auction were left unresolved by the start of the 
Auction.  Questions were asked about potential new solar regulation (specifically 
SB 2276) that would have raised the solar percentage of the State Renewable 
Portfolio Standard (RPS) but NERA noted that, per the proposed legislation, 
existing BGS supply contracts would be exempted from the new requirements.   
While there were a number of issues related to transmission costs, specifically (a) 
Rockland’s filing for an increase in its NITS rate, (b) JCP&L’s proposal to move 
to a formula rate regime, and (c) the allocation of costs for several major 
transmission projects pursuant to FERC Order 494.  Cost changes as a result of 
these actions will be covered under Section 15.9 of the Master Service 
Agreement.  Based on the prices received and participation in this auction, bidders 
seemed to be comfortable with these issues.  

 
Bates White also monitored various industry news sources and did not discover 
any other events that would produce material uncertainty for bidders.   
   

d. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 
 

Please see answer to 2e. 
 

e. Was information equitably provided to bidders? 
 

Yes, information was provided to bidders equally.  This was done through Pre-
Bid Information Sessions, FAQs posted on the BGS Auction website and emailed 
to all bidders, and email announcements of upcoming important events and 
milestones.  Also, please see answers to 2a-2d. 
 

f. Was information provided to maximize the number of bidders for the 
Auction? 

 
Yes, before bidders were registered, NERA conducted extensive marketing efforts 
in order to maximize bidder participation.  Maximum bidder participation is 
important since the Auction operates such that the greater the excess supply, the 
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further prices can decrease.  Supply offered in excess of need directly drives the 
Auction price to “tick down” (decrease). 

 
NERA conducted direct marketing with potential bidding companies through an 
email distribution list and phone calls.  The list of contacts was developed from 
existing contact lists and from participants that registered for information on the 
BGS Auction website. NERA also advertised the bidding opportunity by running 
four ads in Platts publications, two in Megawatt Daily on November 16, 2017 and 
November 30, 2017 and two in Energy Trader on November 17, 2017 and 
November 29, 2017.    
 
The Auction Manager consulted with Bates White during each of the Application 
processing periods.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
g. From Bates White’s observation, were there any pre-qualification 

requirements which directly prevented bidder participation? 
 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

 
 

QUESTION 5: 
From what Bates White could observe, were there any procedural problems or 
errors with the CIEP Auction, including the electronic bidding process, the back-up 
bidding process, and communications between bidders and the Auction Manager? 
 
ANSWER 5: No. 
 

AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
a. Was protocol followed for the CIEP Auction?  

 
Yes, to our knowledge, the Auction was carried out according to the Auction 
Rules as approved by the Board. 

 
b. Were there problems with the electronic bidding process? 

 
No, there were no major problems with the Auction software during testing or 
trials.  
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Bates White had full opportunity to test NERA’s bidding software, backup 
bidding process, and bid recording systems during two Trial Auctions.  For the 
first Trial Auction on January 22, 2018, Bates White assumed the role of a bidder 
and verified that bidders’ accounts had access to the correct information.  We 
tested the Auction software by submitting problematic bids to determine if the 
software operated according to the rules and provided proper information to 
bidders.  We also tested NERA’s phone-based backup bidding systems by 
submitting backup bids and creating situations to test NERA’s bidder notification 
protocols.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
 
For the second Trial Auction, held on January 25, 2018, Bates White moved to 
the evaluation side.  We traveled to the site of the Auction, in Newark, NJ to test 
the actual processes that would be used during the Auction.  We monitored and 
evaluated bids submitted by Registered Bidders.  We received and tested bid 
reports from NERA’s software and formulated reports and checked price 
decrements using our own bid evaluation software.   
 
During the actual Auction, Bates White did not observe any software problems.   

 
c. Was the back-up bidding process followed? 

 
Yes, txxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Further, Registered Bidders also had the 
opportunity to practice the back-up bid procedure during the Trial Auction for 
Registered Bidders on January 25, 2018.  

 
d. Did communications between bidders and the Auction Manager follow 

procedure? 
 

Yes, communications between bidders and the Auction Manager followed 
procedure. 
 
Bidders were given two ways of communicating with the Auction Manager 
during the Auction.  Bidders had a telephone number for technical assistance and 
they could also send electronic messages through the online platform.  Both of 
these forms of communication were logged.  All telephone conversations were 
taped and all electronic messages and the answers given by the Auction Manager 
were saved.  Bates White reviewed all telephone conversations and electronic 
messages. 

 
e. Were Auction schedule protocols followed with regard to extensions and 

recesses? 
 

Yes.  There were no extensions requested by bidders.  
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f. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 
 

No. 
 
 

QUESTION 6:  
From what Bates White could observe, were protocols for communication 
between bidders and the Auction Manager adhered to? 
 
ANSWER 6: Yes. 
 

PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Was confidential information properly provided to bidders? 

 
Yes.  Bates White did not observe any release of confidential information or 
inappropriate communication that could impair the integrity of the Auction. 

 
b. Before the Part 2 Application deadline, were questions placed on the Auction 

website?  
 

Yes.  The first FAQ was posted on the BGS website August 15, 2017.  The Part 2 
Application deadline was on January 10, 2018 by which time there were a total of 
134 questions posted and answered.  Additional questions asked by bidders were 
also answered by NERA following the Part 2 Application deadline.  See also the 
answer to 2b. 

 
c. Were the communication protocols followed? 

 
Yes.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   

 
 AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 

d. Was confidential information properly provided to bidders? 
 

Yes, the Auction software was built to ensure that all participants had controlled 
access to Auction information.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
e. Did communications between bidders and the Auction Manager follow 

procedure? 
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Yes, please see the answer to 5d. 
 
 
QUESTION 7:  
From what Bates White could observe, were there any hardware or 
software problems or errors, either with the CIEP Auction system or with 
its associated communications systems? 
 
ANSWER 7: No.   
 
 AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 

a. What problems, if any, were there with the Auction or communications 
system on NERA’s end? 

 
Bates White is unaware of any material issues with NERA’s communication 
systems based on our presence in the Auction room and review of electronic and 
voice communications. 

 
b. Did bidders experience any computer or communications problems that 

appeared to be the fault of NERA? 
 

No, all bids were successfully received by NERA. 
 

c. Was NERA aware of any material technical issues? 
 

No, NERA did not indicate any material technical issues.   
 

d. Did bidders communicate any material concerns to NERA? 
 

No, please see 5f. 
 
 
QUESTION 8: 
Were there any unanticipated delays during the CIEP Auction? 
 
ANSWER 8: No.   
 
 
QUESTION 9:  
Did unanticipated delays appear to adversely affect bidding in the CIEP Auction?  
What adverse effects did Bates White directly observe and how did they relate to the 
unanticipated delays? 
 
ANSWER 9: No.   
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QUESTION 10: 
Were appropriate data back-up procedures planned and carried out? 
 
ANSWER 10: Yes. 
 
 AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 

a. Was Auction data backed-up during the Auction? 
 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NERA ensured that no Auction 
information would be lost if there was a problem with the Auction software 
during the Auction.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.  

 
 
QUESTION 11: 
Were any security breaches observed with the CIEP Auction process? 
 
ANSWER 11: No. 
 

To our knowledge, there were no security breaches.   
 
During the Auction, many security measures were in place.  The Auction software 
used on bid day was built to ensure that all participants had controlled access to 
Auction data.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
Bates White reviewed communications between NERA and bidders.  xxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 

 
 

QUESTION 12: 
From what Bates White could observe, were protocols followed for 
communications among the EDCs, NERA, BPU staff, the Board (if 
necessary), and Bates White during the CIEP Auction? 
 
ANSWER 12: Yes. 
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AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
a. Were protocols followed as described by NERA? 

 
Yes.  As far as Bates White is aware, the Communication Protocols were 
followed during the Auction.  Also, please see answer to 5d. 

 
b. Did BPU Staff and Bates White get all the information that we required? 

 
Yes, Bates White and BPU Staff received all data requested from NERA in a 
timely and professional fashion during the Auction.  

 
 
QUESTION 13: 
From what Bates White could observe, were the protocols followed for 
decisions regarding changes in CIEP Auction parameters (e.g., volume, 
load caps, bid decrements)? 
 
ANSWER 13: Yes.   

  
PRE-AUCTION CRITERIA 
a. Were notable changes made to the decrement formulas? 
 

NERA made adjustments to all decrements except for the RECO decrement.  
based on last year’s bidding in order to ensure a smooth and more uniform price 
reduction during the auction.   
 

AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
b.   During the Auction, did the Auction Manager impose any changes on the 

CIEP Auction parameters? 
  

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Bates White independently calculated the bid decrements for 
each round and found no errors in NERA’s application of the decrement formulas.  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
 
QUESTION 14: 
Were the calculations (e.g., for bid decrements or bidder eligibility) 
produced by the CIEP Auction software double-checked or reproduced off-
line by the Auction Manager? 
 
ANSWER 14: Yes. 
 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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xxxxxxx.  Bates White and NERA found no errors in the Auction software 
calculations.   
 

 
QUESTION 15: 
Was there evidence of confusion or misunderstanding on the part of 
bidders that delayed or impaired the Auction?  
 
ANSWER 15: No. 
 

There was no evidence of confusion or misunderstanding that caused delays; as 
noted, Bates White reviewed all electronic and voice communications.   

 
 
QUESTION 16: 
From what Bates White could observe, were the communications between 
the Auction Manager and bidders timely and effective? 
 
ANSWER 16: Yes. 
 

AUCTION WEEK CRITERIA 
 
All answers to questions reviewed by Bates White seemed relevant and clear.  
Again, Bates White reviewed all electronic messages.  In addition, Bates White 
also reviewed the phone conversations between bidders and the Auction Manager.     

 
Bates White believes answers to bidders’ questions were provided in a timely 
fashion, and NERA made all possible efforts to ensure bids were placed on time.  

 
 
QUESTION 17: 
Was there evidence that bidders felt unduly rushed during the process?  
Should the Auction have been conducted more expeditiously? 
 
ANSWER 17:  No. 
 

In general, NERA’s decrement formulas made this year’s CIEP Auction proceed 
smoothly, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
 
The 2018 CIEP Auction ended after 32 rounds, which compares to 25 rounds last 
year. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Each bidder is permitted 1 recess request and 2 extension requests during the 
Auction.  The Auction design also features an automatic extension after Round 1.  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx there were also 
no indications from bidders that they felt unduly rushed.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
Note that bidders were able to test the Auction software during the Trial Auction 
for Registered Bidders, and therefore were comfortable with it during the actual 
Auction.   

 
 

QUESTION 18: 
Were there any complaints from bidders about the process that Bates 
White believed were legitimate? 
 
ANSWER 18: No. 
 

Bates White believes there were no legitimate complaints about the Auction.  
That is, we are not aware of any questions raised by bidders that were not 
resolved.   

 
 
QUESTION 19: 
Was the CIEP Auction carried out in an acceptably fair and transparent 
manner? 
 
ANSWER 19: Yes. 
 

Speaking broadly, the New Jersey Auction is structured to be fair and transparent.  
The two key features in this regard are (a) the precisely defined product being 
solicited and (b) the price-only evaluation.  These ensure that all bidders are 
supplying the same product and no bidder can gain an advantage over another 
except by offering a lower price.  Because the product and evaluation method are 
clearly spelled out, any bidder that meets the qualification requirements may 
participate.  
 
In addition, as approved by the Board, the BGS Auction had several mechanisms 
in place to ensure a fair and transparent process.  
 
All interested parties were given ample opportunity to comment on the 2018 BGS 
process.  In its Procedural Order, the Board invited all interested parties to file 
procurement proposals by June 30, 2017.  Furthermore, interested parties were 
also invited to file initial comments and final comments by September 6, 2017 
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and October 13, 2017, respectively.  The Board also held a legislative-type 
hearing on September 28, 2017.   

 
Before the Auction began, the procedures were approved and made public.  For 
instance, Auction rules were approved by the Board.  Contracts and master 
agreements were standardized, approved, and made public before the Auction.  
Any optional changes in the language of these agreements were standardized, 
approved, and made public before the Auction as well.  Finally, application and 
credit requirements to become a bidder in the BGS Auction were also 
standardized, approved, and made public before the Auction.   
 
Bidder information sessions were held by the Auction Manager to educate 
potential bidders on the Auction process.  They provided an opportunity for 
questions to be asked in a public forum.  Any questions asked pertaining to the 
Auction were posted on the BGS Auction website as FAQs.  These FAQs ensured 
that all bidders had equal access to information provided to any one bidder.  

 
The Auction Manager consulted with Bates White and BPU Staff concerning Part 
1 and 2 Applications.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
An additional factor boosting the competitiveness of the Auction is that this is the 
17th year that it has been held and its results have been consistently certified by 
the Board.  This stability helps attract more bidders and better offers.    

 
Finally, the Auction was also carried out in a fair and transparent manner in the 
sense that the Auction adhered to the Auction Rules.  The Auction rules and the 
Auction software were designed to produce a fair and transparent Auction.  The 
rules were made public and approved by the Board.  The Auction software 
ensured that bidders received the correct information.     

 
 
QUESTION 20: 
Was there evidence of non-productive “gaming” on the part of bidders? 
 
QUESTION 21: 
Was there any evidence of collusion or improper coordination among 
bidders? 
 
QUESTION 22: 
Was there any evidence of a breakdown in competition in the CIEP 
Auction?  
 
ANSWER 20:   No. 
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ANSWER 21:   No. 
 
ANSWER 22:   No. 
 

Developing the information to answer these three questions and, more broadly, 
assessing the competitiveness of the BGS Auction was a central focus of our 
monitoring efforts.  We assessed both structural and behavioral indicators of 
competitiveness in each round of bidding in the CIEP Auction (which targets 
larger commercial and industrial customers).  Although we go into some detail 
here, these indicators are just that, indications of competitiveness; they are not 
hard and fast numerical standards.   
 
Both structural and behavioral indicators give support for the specific answers 
provided to all three of these questions as well as support to the broader finding 
that the BGS Auction was competitive.  Among the structural indicators were the 
number of bidders, the number of winners, the market share of winners, and a 
widely-used measure of competitiveness related to market shares called the 
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI).  
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  This is 
an acceptable number of bidders for an auction this size xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx10   
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
Five of the seven bidders won the right to serve at least some portion of the New 
Jersey CIEP consumer need.  The biggest winner was ConocoPhillips, who won 
14 tranches (eight for PSE&G, five for JCP&L and one for RECO).  Last year’s 
process saw six winners with the largest supplier (also ConocoPhillips) winning 
13 tranches.  
 

                                                 
10 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Another standard for judging market share comes from a FERC standard for 
granting the right for a supplier to sell at market-based prices (as opposed to 
regulated cost-based rates).  In one of two FERC threshold tests for granting the 
right to sell at market-based prices, FERC asks that the supplier have no more 
than a 20% share of the market.  If the market share is 20% or less, it is presumed 
the supplier cannot exercise market power.  If the market share exceeds 20%, the 
supplier can conduct an additional test or point to mitigation for market power, 
such as the mitigation measures and monitoring of the PJM Interconnection or the 
Midwest ISO – that is, the 20% is not a hard and fast limit to market-based rate 
authority.  

 
Among the five winners in the CIEP Auction, three had a market share over 20% 
(ConocoPhillips, DTE and Exelon  won 33%, 21% and 24%, respectively).  The 
other two winners had a market share below 20%.   

 
The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is a measure of competitiveness closely 
related to market shares.  Again, some background on the HHI standard is useful.  
The U.S. Department of Justice has a three-part standard for HHIs when judging 
the competitive effect of mergers and acquisitions.  An HHI below 1,500 is a safe 
harbor of sorts because the market is said to be un-concentrated.  If, after a merger 
or acquisition, the HHI is below 1,500, it is generally thought that there is no 
competitive harm from the merger or acquisition; that is, the merger or acquisition 
does not make the exercise of market power more likely.  An HHI between 1,500 
and 2,500 is said to indicate moderate concentration.  An HHI over 2,500 is said 
to indicate a highly concentrated market.  For market-based rate authority, FERC 
already uses a threshold of 2,500 for the HHI in one of its standards.   

 
For the CIEP Auction, using the winning shares as market shares, the HHI is 
2,370.  This puts the HHI for the CIEP Auction in below the moderately 
concentrated range of the DOJ’s HHI brackets.  However, to include only winning 
bidders is a narrow focus for calculating an HHI.   

 
A broader method that is also employed by FERC in antitrust evaluations 
examines the HHI of a market when the price is within 5% of the final market 
price.  This so-called “Delivered Price Test” gives a sense of what suppliers 
would have participated at a price level roughly consistent with market prices.  xx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
With respect to behavioral indicators, the core of this effort was to detect any sign 
of collusion among bidders.  No evidence of collusion was found in the CIEP 
Auction.  Bates White and its auction expert, Professor Ken Hendricks of the 
University of Wisconsin, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx we detected 
no evidence of explicit coordination of bidding.   

 
 
QUESTION 23: 
Was information made public appropriately?  From what Bates White could 
observe, was sensitive information treated appropriately?  
 
ANSWER 23: Yes. 
 

Yes, Pre-Auction information was treated appropriately pursuant to the 
communication protocols.  Please see answers 6a-6c. 

  
To our knowledge, no confidential information was leaked while the Auction was 
conducted.  All suppliers, NERA, EDCs, and Bates White signed confidentiality 
agreements.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
 
In addition, Bates White reviewed communication between all Auction personnel 
and bidders; we had access to communications sent to all bidders through the 
online platform and recordings of calls between NERA and bidders.  Moreover 
the Auction is held in a secure, separate suite of offices.  

 
 
QUESTION 24: 
Does the CIEP Auction appear to have generated a result that is consistent 
with competitive bidding, market-determined prices, and efficient allocation 
of the BGS-CIEP load? 
 
ANSWER 24: Yes. 
 

Although the acceptance or rejection of Auction results is not based on any 
assessment of price levels, Bates White attempted to develop an expectation of 
the final Auction prices xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
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Bidders who win the right to serve CIEP load must provide a full requirements 
product (i.e. energy, capacity, ancillary services, RPS requirements, etc.) to CIEP 
customers.  Winning bidders are paid their winning bid price, plus the spot energy 
price per MWh delivered, plus $6/MWh for ancillary services, plus the standby 
fee of $0.15 per MWh. 
 
Although CIEP is also a full requirements product, the Auction price primarily 
reflects a fixed price for the capacity portion of that service, and the cost of 
meeting the State RPS.  Bidders are paid the PJM spot energy price to cover the 
energy portion of the service.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

 
 
QUESTION 25: 
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Were there factors exogenous to the CIEP Auction (e.g., changes in market 
environment) that materially affected the CIEP Auction in unanticipated 
ways?  
 
ANSWER 25:  No. 
 
 
 
QUESTION 26: 
Are there any concerns with the CIEP Auction’s outcome with regard to any 
specific EDC(s)?  
 
ANSWER 26:  No. 
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